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About This Game

Zenzizenzic hurls you into the abstract perils of a bullet-strewn fever dream. Battle your way through five varied levels in
Classic Mode or explore an open world in Macro Mode, both of which are stuffed to the brim with legions of enemies.

You'll dodge an onslaught of bullets while returning fire with an awesome arsenal of weapons and power-ups, leaving complete
and utter destruction in your wake.

In Classic Mode (single player or local co-op), you'll face five distinctly different levels with their own challenges, theme,
bonus level and boss encounter. Arm yourself with two multi-layered weapon systems of your choosing such as screen-filling

lasers, homing missile barrages, highly destructive charge shots, time jumps to slow the action down, black holes that warp and
redirect immediate threats and more.

High scores don't come to the faint of heart, so test your mettle in multiple training modes. And hey, if you're in the mood for a
grueling challenge, try Gauntlet Mode to try and complete all five levels in a single run.
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Macro Mode (single player only) is inspired by roguelikes with an open, random and procedurally generated world based on the
levels in Classic Mode. Find upgrades to enhance your ship to epic proportions— you'll need to, because you're bound to

encounter massive enemies that span multiple screens! It'll take brawn and brains to tackle monsters, uncover hidden secrets and
discover varying ways of optimizing your score.

Welcome to the bullet-ridden world of Zenzizenzic. Go on— give it your best shot!

Zenzizenzic is published by Adult Swim Games and currently available for a 20% discount during the first week of
release!
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I've paid a dollar to play an arcade game before. This game is better than most arcade games. I'll take it.. I cannot choose my
puzzles, get a got 2 pictures and on the second one, that was it, it pops up every time I open the game and i have no icon to click
to choose another puzzle! Very dissappointing. Tales of the Orient: The Rising Sun is a game that I recommend because:
- is a method to banish boredom
- is indie & casual
- it has strategy
- it has trading cards

Enjoy!. The beat 'em up style is OK for me.
The main problem is that I bought this game to play online with my friends. In the description it says that there is
MULTIPLAYER and LOCAL COOP. B*U*L*L*S*H*I*T.
There is only splitscreen. The multiplayer is only on the same PC. No on-line game and no lan game.

So, I wish I didn't buy it.

Versão BR:
O estilo Beat 'em up é OK pra mim.
O maior problema é que eu comprei o jogo pra jogar online com meus amigos. Na descrição diz que tem MULTIPLAYER e
COOP LOCAL. MARMELADA.
Só tem sliptscreen. O multiplayer só funciona no mesmo PC. Não tem jogo online e não tem jogo on-lan.

Então, gostaria de não ter comprado.. Good graphics I like the game play. Will have hours of play time soon.... Surprisingly fun!
Take ~2hrs from your playtime and give it a go!

I actually own this game for quite a while but did not try it as it doesn't really stand out from all the other HOGs. However,
when I actually tried it, it is really fun even thou it is clearly catered for kids. The game is really simple (easy puzzles, easy HO
scenes) but with an interesting story.

You also get to play (super easy) archery mini game and enter contests though I can't seem to figure out how to unlock the final
Master Cup competition.. This is not a good stealth game. While Sneaky Sneaky has some good things going for it (a pretty nice
progression system, some fun accessories), it falls on some basic principles, mainly one thing: in some levels (and not others,
which is a bit strange) enemies have a randomised pattern. The problem with this is that the game doesn't have solid enough
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mechanics that you can actually do an improvised takedown consistently - you can approach an enemy when they turn around,
click them in order to get the kill and then get interupted when they turn towards you again, simply because the animation didn't
go off. What does this mean? It means that these encounters becomes a tedious affair, with you hiding in a bush, waiting for the
enemy to make their way to you eventually (adding that the enemy can just walk back and forth for a while because of how the
randomisation works). Add to this that these enemies can also just walk into bushes and thus spot you if you're hiding in it... it's
simply a mess.

This big problem and some smaller issues (like the fact that you have no idea if an enemy is invulnerable or not unless you just
trial-and-error it) makes the gameplay... dull. If you get spotted, you generally get oneshot unless you fully go for health
upgrades, and if you don't get oneshot you just oneshot them instead. Basically, the stealth mechanics lack flow and consistency,
and the rest of the mechanics lack depth, making for a heavily hampered experience. Adding to the annoyance, the start of the
game introduces a story element (if yet small) but fails in delivering, well, anything, even at the end.

All of this wouldn't necessarily make me say that this is a bad game. It's heavily flawed, but it's not broken, and there is some
enjoyment to be had. However, there are just too many games that are better, or even do stealth better than this. If you are a
superfan of stealth games and can't find any other good ones, I would say that Sneaky Sneaky can be worth a try. For anyone
else, I think you are better off if you pass this by.. I got to the game menu and then clicked play game I had a loading screen I
would get as far as finalizing tasks and then loading would stop and take me to my desktop so I never got to play the game I tried
this 10 times and I have now requested a refund from STEAM.
There is no way I can recommend this Title.. the intro blew my eardrums and triggered my PTSD. Very Harsh on the Eyes.
Pictures don't beat around the bush.
Easiest game to get 100% Completion for those Achievement Hunters.
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Didn't expect a lot at first but this is a great game! It keeps on giving. After 3 playtroughs I thought I've seen it all but NOPE
suddenly more content.

I love it. Good sandbox/rts/godgame/rpg/citybuilder. It's pretty basic, you choose from a couple dozen maps to play out a
skirmish with a few other factions (You can set handicaps and a surprising number of options with their potency. In other
words, if the AI is too easy, you can have them cheat.) Then there's the survival, which allows you to set waves of enemies
invading your village to a certain amount after a set time has past, or you could just set the waves to 0 for unlimited invasions
whenever you want. Just push the invasion button.

Pixel-customization is there, but low at the moment. I really wish there was more options with regards to what you can do with
your characters. I hear it all can be modded easily by those who have the ability to create assets.

I should mention that you are in charge of one character (More if you choose companions from your roster of created
characters.), and the villagers pretty much just hoard their own resources and pull from those themselves. I'm not sure if their AI
is set to take advantage of all the mechanics, the buy/sell mechanic from the market in particular and recruitment from the
barracks. The most I can say there is that I hope the developer will get to it, as this game is still in early access.

I love grindy games, and this is a very grindy game. I believe you can grind to very high levels both character level and skill
levels. You cannot take the equipment you make from one match to another new one, which kinda made me whine but I could
understand there needs to be at least some balancing between games. You're basically starting from scratch every match, with
the exception of your characters level/perk/skill levels.

You can set the starting age and ending age. You can customize the AI of your companions and main character, and even
automate them so they carry out the AI priorities.

It's great fun for pixel-junkies like me who like to create their own narratives in games.. Vermintide 2 really adds onto what
Vermintide 1 brought to the table, with even more impressive maps, a better leveling system and an interesting storyline for
what is basically a fantasy left4dead clone.. Excellent party game captures brutal arena fighting in style! While still a bit buggy,
already now a lot of fun!. Do not buy this a notable bad game! buy somthig else
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